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Instructions!
- Find the slide with your name. 
- Your task is to research a musical instrument and present a slide on it.
- You can include:
1. The history behind the instrument
2. Why you chose it
3. Pictures of the instrument
4. Famous musicians
5. Fun facts
6. YouTube link to a famous song involving the instrument
7. Your source or sources for information

I’ll not be marking these so have fun and enjoy the mini-project. You still need to 
do it though! Due Friday!



Jack

The Theremin is one of the first instruments that is entirely electrical. It is also 
The first instrument that you can play without touching it. It was made by a 
Russian inventor his name was Leon Theremin in October 1920 after the Russian 
civil war started. The control section has two metal antennae to sense where the 
players hands are. One hand makes it louder or quieter. The other makes the 
pitch higher or lower.

Famous theremin player                                   Bill Bailey

Video of a person playing the theremin             
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6KbEnGnymk

https://kids.kiddle.co/Theremin#:~:text=To%20play%20the%20theremin%2C%2
0the,%2C%20tremolo%2C%20and%20vibrato%20sounds.   

Theremin
FUN FACT      
the old doctor who 
intro was entirely 
played by the 
Theremin



Harpsichord                                                                             Emma

The Harpsichord is basically the older version or a piano both were invented by Bartolomeo 
cristofori he found that there was a lack of control over the volume in the Harpsichord so he 
invented the piano. I also play the piano and I think its really fun I have never played the 
harpsichord but it would be interesting to see if they sound and feel different. The difference 
between a Harpsichord and a piano is the Harpsichord is an instrument that is that has strings 
inside it and they are being plucked by a plectrum like on a guitar  and the piano is played with 
strings inside that are hit with little hammers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryQ2WjmcYWI                         this is by bach being played on 
the Harpsichord 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BLaLv-jPQU                      this is another song  by 
Beethoven on the piano                        

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryQ2WjmcYWI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BLaLv-jPQU


THE UKULELE  BY MAYA

THE UKULELE WAS INVENTED IN HAWAII IN THE 1880S. I 
HAVE BEEN TO HAWAII AND HEARD THE UKULELE BEING 
PLAYED; THAT'S WHEN I KNEW IT WAS MY FAVORITE 
INSTRUMENT!

I PICKED IT BECAUSE  IT’S MY FAVORITE INSTRUMENT!
 I USED TO PLAY THE UKULELE MYSELF.

The ukulele usually has four strings. The 
ukulele is part of the string family. The Ukulele 
is a small instrument, which was introduced to 
HAWAIIANS by Portugese immigrants.

 THE UKULELE BECAME POPULAR IN AMERICA DURING 
THE 20TH CENTURY. THEN, WORD SPREAD AND SOON, 
PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD WERE ENJOYING THE 
UKE.THE GUITAR AND THE BANJO ARE QUITE SIMILAR 
TO THE UKULELE.

WHY I CHOSE  IT

FUN FACT!

THE UKULELE COMES FROM HAWAII, UKULELE TRANSLATES TO 
“JUMPING FLEA” IN ENGLISH. THE NAME COMES FROM 
Ukuleles come in four sizes: soprano, concert, tenor, 
and baritone.  The strings are usually made from 
nylon thread.

SOURCES
Ukulele Facts for Kids (kiddle.co)
Ukulele - Wikipedia
Youtube
ducksters.com)

Hawaiian Cafe: Relaxing Ukulele 
Music - Hawaiian Tropical Beach 
Music for Good Mood - YouTube

https://kids.kiddle.co/Ukulele
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ukulele
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZPcHsN59Cg
https://www.ducksters.com/musicforkids/how_string_instruments_work.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZPcHsN59Cg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZPcHsN59Cg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZPcHsN59Cg


Noa                           The Celtic harp

The harp is a stringed musical instrument that has a number of 
individual strings running at an angle. The Celtic harp is a kind of 
triangular frame instrument that is traditional to Ireland and Scotland. It 
is known as cláirseach in Irish and clàrsach in Scottish Gaelic. In Ireland 
and Scotland, it was a wire strung instrument that requiring great skill 
and long practices to be able to play, and was associated with the Gaelic 
language. One os the most famous songs that have the caltic harp in them 
is Molly Malone (Dublin Anthem). 



               

https://youtu.be/EpAyaAyWl-M

https://youtu.be/77YwsoKsNV8

https://youtu.be/_UucPr2M-qU         

I DID THE GUITAR . I DON'T KNOW WHY 
I DID IT I JUST LIKE THE GUITAR I 
THINK IT IS A NICE INSTRUMENT  

THE EDGE 

CASEY                 

The guitar is a musical instrument that 
 has six strings. It is played with both 
hands by  plucking the strings with 
either a guitar pick or the fingernails of 
one hand.

BONO

FACTS ABOUT THE GUITAR 

I USED

  DUCKSTERS.COM 



Violins By Ciara A typical violin has four strings, But some 
violins have less than four and more then 
five. You would play the violin with a bow 
and strings would be notes. The violin is used 
in loads of different types of music including 
folk music, rock, jazz and pop music. 
Although in folk music the violin is called a 
fiddle. 

Violin Facts! 
-  The violin is  about 400 years old!
- The violin is also called a fiddle.
- The violin is the smallest and highest pitched  
of the instruments of the string family.
-Sometimes practice violins are made without the 
large hollow body so they don't make much noise.
-In a modern orchestra there will usually be 
around 16 violinists in I and 14 in II. Why I picked the violin

All about the violin

I picked the violin because it was a simple 
but loved instrument by all there is loads 
of history based off the violin and loads 
of cool things to learn!

- Music for Kids: Violin (ducksters.com)
- Violin Facts for Kids (kiddle.co)
- What Is A Violin? | Violin Facts For Kids | 

DK Find Out
- Violin - Wikipedia

Sightings

https://www.ducksters.com/musicforkids/violin.php
https://kids.kiddle.co/Violin
https://www.dkfindout.com/us/music-art-and-literature/musical-instruments/violin/
https://www.dkfindout.com/us/music-art-and-literature/musical-instruments/violin/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violin


The Totem Harp

The totem harp, also known as the 
toha, is an incredibly unique 

instrument. It’s creator, Victor 
Gama based it on the collective 
nests of an extinct species of 

weaver bird from South Angola. 

The instrument is meant to conjure 
in the spirit of the bird and make 

it return to its original home.

Here’s a link to a video of Victor Gama and 
Salomé Pais Matos playing the 
toha.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8
83gPZtO_Y

I chose the toha because it 
sounded extremely 

interesting and the story 
behind it is very meaningful. 

What is it?

Victor Gama is the creator of 
this interesting instrument and 

one of the only professional 
players. He is a designer of 

contemporary instruments. He 
has created his own exhibition 
called INSTRUMENTOS that has 
visited prestigious places such 

as the London Royal Opera 
House. Some of his other 

instruments include the tipaw 
and the Bidon 4.

Victor Gama
How does it work?

There’s 44 strings on it, but 
as it’s an instrument that 

two people play, each 
musician has the same 22 
strings. It has a carbon 

fibre base that helps create 
this unique sound. When you 
play it you’re supposed to be 

weaving a piece of music 
together like the birds 

weave their nests.
Sources
http://www.instrmnts.com/toha-2/
https://www.victorgama.org/instru
ments.html

Isabella

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V883gPZtO_Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V883gPZtO_Y
http://www.instrmnts.com/toha-2/
https://www.victorgama.org/instruments.html
https://www.victorgama.org/instruments.html


   By Clara        The Glass Harmonica
 I chose this instrument because it is very interesting 
And it sounds beautiful.They used the Glass 
Harmonica  in the sugar plum fairy.

The glass harmonicas also known as the glass 
harmonium is a type of musical instrument that uses 
a sizes of glasses graduated in size to each produce 
musical tones by friction.

The Glass harmonica belong to the music family 
of autophone rubbed instruments.

The glass harmonica was the Founding Fathers 
most cherished creation but Benjamin Franklin 
helped to give life to the instrument.

Sources 

https://The Glass Harmonica Google Search 
https;//Wikipedia

                                    Sources

 https:// Wikipedia

https://the


Milos

Drums have many different types like taoumabrines and snare drums. Drums 
were originated from ancient Turkey and China, they were originally used for 
ritual ceremonies. Although that's how they originated the set we use now a days 
was made in the 1800 hundreds. 

Drums

The drums were used by many famous bands like 
the beatles and a famous song the drums were in 
was 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZ4Ib-7fJqY 

I chose the drums as I found it interesting and found 

it it can be used for other things not just music. 

Drums can be used for 

exercise. According to a 

study in half an hour of 

drumming you can burn 

more calories than cycling or 

hiking.

Fun Fact

Striking the head of the 
drum changes its shape 
which compresses the air 
to make sound.

Fun Fact

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZ4Ib-7fJqY


Alexey

History of the trumpet:

The first trumpets were made 
around 3000 years ago. Some of 
the first trumpets were 
discovered in Egypt. However, 
trumpets began being used as 
musical instruments from 
around the 14th - 15th century.

Trumpet
Fun Facts:

1. Ancient trumpet 
didn’t have keys or 
valves.

2. A trumpet’s tubing 
can be up to about 
2 metres long.

3. Although the 
trumpet only has 
three keys, it is 
capable of playing 
much more notes.

The link to a trumpet video:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=iAgkdPX-c3k 

Why did I choose it?

I chose the trumpet because I like the sound 
that it makes and I got one for Christmas.

Credits: https://kids.kiddle.co/Trumpet, Google Search trumpet 
facts for kids, https://youtube.com , https://wikipedia.org and 
myself, because I know how a trumpet works.

How it works:
In order to play the trumpet, 
you must know how to “buzz”. If 
you just blow into a trumpet, it 
will not make a noise, except 
for maybe a quiet, soft sound. 
The valves change the pitch, 
and the keys play different 
notes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAgkdPX-c3k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAgkdPX-c3k
https://kids.kiddle.co/Trumpet
https://youtube.com
https://wikipedia.org


Evan

Tuba. The tuba is a large musical instrument with deep bass sounds.
I picked this because my Grandad played it in the RTE symphony orchestra .

He has played at a lot of concerts over the years. He has also been all over the world 
playing. He started playing when he was 16 and still plays it now at 89. He tries to 
teach me but it’s hard to hold and play.

The word tuba means trumpet or horn in Latin.
YouTube

Google

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtspakRGSB8&ab_channel=TEDxTalks
https://google.com/


Jonathan

The tuba is the biggest know hand held instrument so far. 

I chose to tuba because the tuba is my favourite instrument because of its abnormal size in comparison to other instruments. ItSTOP!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I chose the tuba because; the tuba is my favorite instrument and because of the lung power required, just 
to hit a single note, and the fact that it is the biggest hand held instrument known to man so far. And the 
size of a 12 year old child. So far, there isn't any famous songs with tubas in them, but it is a classic for an 
orchestra other there isn't much to say other than that but that i like the tuba and it is giant.

Jonathan



Ocarina

Zoë Moore
3/2/21- 5/2/21

What is an ocarina?

The ocarina, (pronounced uh-kuh-ree-na), is a 
woodwind instrument. It’s very easy to play. 
Almost as simple as blowing into a whistle. The 
ocarina is a very old instrument dating back to the 
1200’s. Although, it has changed since then. 
Ocarinas were traditionally made out of ceramic or 
clay. Although now, they are usually made with 
wood, plastic, metal, or even bone.

Why did I choose the 
Ocarina?

I chose the Ocarina because it’s quite 
an interesting instrument. I’ve never 
heard about it until now.

Here is what 
an ocarina 
sounds like: 

Sources: 30 Exotic 
Instruments You Should Know 

About Ocarina
All about ocarinas

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DHecFcDhbw
https://www.samash.com/spotlight/30-exotic-instruments-to-know-about/
https://www.samash.com/spotlight/30-exotic-instruments-to-know-about/
https://www.samash.com/spotlight/30-exotic-instruments-to-know-about/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ocarina
http://www.ocarina.co.uk/about-ocarinas/#:~:text=The%20name%20ocarina%2C%20meaning%20'little,all%20corners%20of%20the%20world.


Sam

The Kazoo adds a buzzing noise to the players voice 
when they vocalise into it. Many instruments like 
this have been used in Africa a lot, voice changing 
instruments. The player isn’t meant to blow but hum 
into the bigger, but flatter side. It is a type of 
mirliton which modifies the player’s voice when 
blown into. Many believe that a quartet in Alabama 
Vest created the kazoo but there is no document to 
prove it.

Kazoo
I decided to choose the kazoo 
because it’s a cool instrument 
that I find very funny and would 
like to play. Even though I 
picked at least five other 
instruments before this.



 

  

The OboeDaniel

Why The Oboe?
I chose the oboe because I

found it interesting that
many people say the sound

fesfdesdfde
is just as good, if not better

than the trumpet, 
saxophone

and other woodwind
instruments.

Is clear and majestic and

About the oboe
The oboe is a woodwind instrument with double 

reeds. You need to insert the reed to be able to play 
the oboe. The oboe was first invented sometime in 
the 17th century in France. The oboe was used by

Albinoni. The oboe was also used by many other 
artists such as Vivaldi. The oboe is a classical 

instrument and sounds very similar to the clarinet.
The oboe has a 2 ½ octave range.

 some famous artists like Heinz Holliger and 

Sources
www.wikipedia.com
www.youtube.com

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMLSwqAOzHo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j89hiXwXLOg


Aodh

                      The Hurdy- Gurdy  
The Hurdy-Gurdy is an string 
instrument that originated in 
Medieval France. It is played by 
moving a crank up and down, which 
yanks the Hurdy-Gurdy’s strings to 
create a base tune. The Clavier (a 
small keyboard attached to the 
Hurdy-gurdy) is used to play the 
melody. Famous Hurdy-Gurdy players 
include Anna Murphy, who plays the 
Gurdy and the flute for a band 
called Cellar Darling and previously 
for one called Eluveitie. Metallica 
also used a Hurdy-Gurdy in one of 
their songs. 

I chose the Hurdy-Gurdy 
because I thought the 
name was cool and it had 
an interesting sound. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwyznoWJDHI 

Fun Fact: Before organs 
were invented, a larger 
version the of Hurdy-Gurdy 
was played in churches in 
France. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwyznoWJDHI


Beth
The Banjo is a string instrument.

A standard Banjo has five strings, a headpiece, the 
neck, the head and a strap.

A Banjo sort of looks like a guitar accept a Banjo has 
a more circular bottom no hole and one less string.

The Banjo can play many different styles of music 
including traditional Irish music, bluegrass music 
and country music.             

The Banjo

Sites
Youtube 
Wikipedia  

The Banjo was first 
made in the 18th 
century in North 
America.

The first star 
performer was Joel 
Sweeney. 



 Didgeridoos by Finn
History
Didgeridoos were first made in Northern Australia, 
many years ago. The exact date is debatable, but 
most people agree that it was around a millennium 
ago. There are more than forty different regional 
names for the didgeridoo, but these are some of the 
more common (and pronounceable) ones: maku, 
paampu, bambu and kurmur. 

Facts
Didgeridoos are a (relatively) well 
known instrument (mainly because of 
their name and how big they are). They 
are classified as wind instruments, and 
are one to three metres long. They are 
conical in shape. Interestingly, the 
longer the didgeridoo, the deeper the 
sound it makes. They are traditionally 
made from eucalyptus trees and other 
hardwoods, and beeswax was sometimes 
added to the mouthpiece.

The most famous 
didgeridoo player is 
probably Adelé 
Blanchin (There’s 
not much 
competition). This is 
one of her videos. 
(You should go into 
fullscreen ).

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_9MF1IcnxM


Millie

The dilruba was originally made 
300 years ago by the 10th Skih 
Guru of India. The instrument is 
based off of the taus which is 
basically a bigger, heavier and 
older version of the dilruba.

The Dilruba

The dilruba is a bowed musical 
instrument with 20 frets and a bridge 
that runs over goatskin. The dilruba 
looks like violin but you play it like a 
cello. Sort of.

Someone 
playing the 
dilruba

I chose this instrument 
because I had never heard 
of it and  it sounded and 
looked very interesting and I 
wanted to know more about 
it!



Zak

                                              Trombone

The trombone is a musical instrument in the brass family. As with all 
brass instruments, sound is produced when the player's vibrating lips 
cause the air column inside the instrument to vibrate.

Invented: Between 1500s - 1800s

https://www.google.com/search?sa=X&hl=en&sxsrf=ALeKk000haGNjwhduYwVT9XiA4LDEwJ6Wg:1612516992404&q=trombone+invented&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LQz9U3ME82y9FSzU620s8uiM8p188tLc5MTsyJz8wrLikqzU3NK7HKzCsDUqkpi1gFS4ryc5Py81IVYGIAo_74f0cAAAA&ved=2ahUKEwj_1pr0tdLuAhUkTxUIHXGoDZoQ6BMoADAvegQIVBAC&cshid=1612517018246508


Filip
The Pikasso guitar was 
made by Linda Manzer for 
a guitarist named Pat 
Metheny and it took two 
years to make this guitar 
and approximately 1000 
hours. It has 42 strings that 

are strung up to high tension 

it also weighs 6.7kg.This 
masterpiece was made in 
1984.

The Pikasso guitar

I picked this because it looked cool and I 

never saw a guitar that looked this 

amazing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wp1wHZfZz9s


XUN

By: Eric
On: Xun
6th Class
4/2/2021

The Xun is chinese flute made of pottery, and one of 
the oldest recorded chinese instruments. Its most 
commonly known for its egg-like shape, and there 
are five finger holes, carved all over the instrument.  
The player blows out of a small hole at the top, and 
it creates a low humming sound, much like a western 
flute. Its range is about one octave. 

The modern xun was created during the reign of the 
Shang dynasty, where the shape and number of 
finger holes were first standardized. 

The old Xun was made 
of bones and stone, 
before the modern day 
pottery variant came 
into use.

Sources

Britannica
Britannica Kids
Wikipedia Why i chose the Xun

I chose the Xun because i thought it was 
an interesting instrument, as it was 
unlike one i had ever seen before. I really 
enjoyed researching it.

Youtube links
Click here
And here

https://www.britannica.com/art/xun
https://kids.britannica.com/scholars/article/xun/344024
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xun_(instrument)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6pVKAI1G5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-z-kSQ4fVM


Salman

The Buzuq is a long-necked lute related to the Greek bouzouki and Turkish saz.
The buzuq can be compared in the same way as a violin and is used in music 
mostly in Lebanon and Syria, Buzuq can be used to make a metallic yet lyrical 
resonance.

Fun fact: The name buzuq might come from a Turkish bozuk, it refers to Bozuk 
duzen baglama, it might also have came from the Persian expression tanbur e 
bozorg, meaning a large tanbur styled lute.



Nicolas                                      violin
The violin has been around for 500 years. The violin is 
made of 70 different parts.   The violin's bow is made of 
150 to 200 hairs. The word violin comes from  medieval 
latin word vitula meaning stringed instrument.

The violin can be found in most orchestras. This is 
because the violin is suited for melody.

The violin was made by Andre Amati.

    

I chose this instrument because I learned to play it in my 
old school.  


